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Abstract
One of the biggest challenges in robotics in the present days is to enhance the ability of interaction
with humans, providing a more natural presence to the robot. The development of a social robot is
particular difficult once it is very hard to correctly interpret the human intentions and act accordingly.
The growth in number of mobile devices as smartphones and tablets has been huge in the past few
years. The continuous improvement of computing capacity, along with the existence of open source
operating systems resulted in the development of mobile applications. However the potential of the
use of robotics in mobile apps has been unused. This dissertation proposes a reliable architecture with
an interface for smartphones and tablets, that use the Android operative system, to interact with the
MOnarCH robot. This interface remotely commands the robot to perform some actions in a social
environment under the operation conditions of the Instituto Português de Oncologia de Lisboa. The
available commands aim to improve the life conditions of the children in the hospital. All commands
were chosen by hospital staff. The experimental results show that the developed architecture offers
reliability and a prompt reply to the users requests. During the experiences it was conducted a
questionnaire that showed a high satisfaction rate and proving the positive impact on those children.
Keywords: Mobile Application, Social Robotics, Human-Robot Interaction

1. Introduction
The MOnarCH project1 (Multi-Robot Cognitive
Systems Operating in Hospitals), focuses on social robotics using robots and sensors systems networked, for interaction with children, through educational and entertainment activities, in the pediatrics’s ward of IPOL[3].
This paper explores the potentialities of an interface for mobile devices that may contribute to
the project. The goal is to make possible and adequate the presence of the robot in more moments
that may be remarkable for the children.
The presented architecture arises from the requests of the hospital staff in increasing the interaction capacity of the robot and the space where it circulates.With an interface the hospital staff wanted
to command the robot to go to the children’s rooms
and say some positive messages. For this reason,
the interface functionalities tries to fulfil the IPOL
community.

2.1.1

NAO

NAO is a humanoid robot build by SoftBank
Robotics 2 . This robot is interactive and designed
to be customisable [1]. This robot is already present
in more than 300 healthcare units [7, 8]. A study
[15] concluded that the children who interacted with
the robot experienced significantly less pain compared to those who received injections with little or
no distraction.

2.1.2

Pepper

Pepper is a humanoid robot capable of recognise
the main human emotions also build by SoftBank
Robotics [2]. The first inclusion of the robot in a
hospital was made in Belgium at the CHR Citadelle
Hospital in Liège and at the AZ Damiaan Hospital
in Ostend [10]. When someone arrives at one of the
hospitals, by telling Pepper the appointment time
and the doctor, he responds with instructions to get
to the correct department, or takes them there [28].

2. State of Art
2.1. Social Robots in Hospitals
Currently there are several robots inserted in the
dynamics of hospitals.
1 monarch-fp7.eu/pt

2 www.ald.softbankrobotics.com
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2.1.3

PARO

improve reliability [29]. Therefore, the development
of reliable systems must implement prevention, tolThe National Institute of Advanced Industrial
erance, suppression and prediction of failures [29].
3
Science and Technology , developed the PARO
robot. The robot is interactive and resembles a 2.5. Network Communication Architectures
baby seal. It is designed to reduce patient stress
The client-server model is one of the most popand stimulate interaction.
ular network communication architectures.
In
this
model,
the
server
responds
to
client
requests.
2.2. Mobile Applications provided by HospiTo handle multiple clients, the server can create
tals
Nowadays, a large number of medical or health- threads or subprocesses [11]. In the peer-to-peer
related applications are available online [23, 19]. context, each machine on the network functions as
Mobile applications for healthcare professionals [24, a client and/or server, allowing data and service
20, 21, 32] are generally developed, with medical shares to be shared[22]. Processes on different materminology [17] as well as patient-centered appli- chines communicate with each other by exchanging
cations. The current ones help patients in chronic messages through the network. In computer networks the sending and receiving of messages is done
disease control, lifestyle, and even self-diagnosis.
through the software interface socket [22].
2.3. Graphic Interfaces and Tools
Once the success of most software products is de- 3. MOnarCH Robot and Interface
termined by the people who use the product, it is 3.1. MOnarCH robot
The MOnarCH, figure 1, developed to be inteimportant to find the best approach for users to use
grated
in a social environment, can be found in the
the application as effectively and intuitively as posward
of
IPOL. The robot has two computers: the
sible [14]. The most commonly used methods for
navigation
computer (PC-Nav) and the Human Indiscovering the human factors influencing the use
teraction
computer
(PC-HRI). It is an omnidirecof the application are interviews and surveys [13].
tional
robot
that
can
be controlled by teleoperation
Understanding the needs of system users is essenor
using
a
state
machine[31].
tial to discover possible solutions. Most software
projects begin with a series of meetings to establish
your requirements [16].
The MIT App Inventor, Android Studio, Eclipse,
Delphi XE8 and B4X are the most popular platforms for creating mobile applications. Only the
first three are free. Choosing which one to use to
develop the mobile application should take into account which final result we want to achieve.
2.4. Reability of Systems
In general, reliability is the ability of the system
to maintain its correct operation in adverse and unexpected circumstances [18]. Software failures are
the main impediment to reliability and, therefore, it
is important to understand their causes in order to
reduce their impact on the system. Software failures
can be caused by errors, ambiguities, negligence, incorrect interpretation of the specification that the
software should assume, or other unforeseen problems [25]. As we attempt to understand the reason
for software failures as well as try to quantify their
reliability, software reliability models are emerging.
There are many models developed, but the quantification of software reliability still remains largely
unsolvable [9, 26].
Prior to present a software product, testing, verifying, and validating it are steps necessary to locate
and remove defects. Trend analysis, fault analysis,
and defect classification can also be used to minimise the possibility of errors occurring and thus

Figure 1: Robot MOnarCH.

Robot Operating System
Robot Operating System (ROS) is a framework for
writing robot software [4]. ROS combines different
processes that execute code, called nodes. These
communicate with each other by publish and subscribe in topics.
3.2. Hospital Environment
The hospital environment has multiple challenging and dynamic uncertainties that can change
quickly. A project inserted in this environment
always requires approval by the people who accompany the children. From the point of view of
the development of the work it is fundamental to
present high flexibility and adapt the technologies.
The MOnarCH static IP network its installed in
the IPOL ward. The router is in the class room,

3 http://www.aist.go.jp
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• The latency between choose a command and
its execution should be short.

represented in red in figure 2. The MOnarCH network covers only about half of the floor, represented
in blue in figure 2. But within that area, because
of the walls, there are zones with the network is
unreliable. Using this Wi-Fi network as a mean of
communication between the robot and the interface
requires the exchange of messages within the reach
of the network.

The staff and the parents pretend the robot to be
present at more times in their children’s lives. In
addition, it is intended that the robot adapts its behaviour to the moment and the actions of the children. Suggested by the staff, the commands that
the robot should execute are:
• Welcome the children when they arrive the hospital;
• Sing the happy birthday song;
• Congratulate the children when reacting well
to the treatments.

Figure 2: IPOL map with MOnarCH network coverage
in blue, network router marked red, dock station in
green and route made by robot in orange.

• Dance while playing a song.
• Say goodbye to the children when they leave
the hospital.

Usually people walk down by the corridor and
spend much of their time in the social room. The
rooms are individual and are assigned to hospitalised children. Some children, due to complications of the disease, are unable to leave their rooms.
The robot MOnarCH moves in the corridor making the orange path in the figure 2, from one side
to the other, saying some words like ”hello” and
”good morning”. Beyond hours established for the
patrolling, the robot is charging the batteries in the
dock station, the green dot in figure 2.

• Move to the rooms;
4. Implementation
4.1. Development Tools
The MIT App Inventor 4 web service was used
to develop the app. In this web service was implemented socket programming blocks in java. The
server that responds to the app requests has been
developed in Python and ROS programming languages.

3.3. Requirements
3.3.1 Architecture

4.2. Client Process (app)
The app is launched with the splash screen shown
in the figure 3. After two seconds, the display will
change to the menu, shown in the figure 4. The
menu have a list of buttons that correspond to different commands.

Software reliability is defined as the ability of the
software to operate without failures for a certain
period of time in a given environment[12, 27]. The
system reliability is directly affected by the software reliability. Since the complexity of currently
developed software tends to be increasingly higher,
achieving reliability is a major challenge [29].
In the context of this work the architecture reliability is defined as the ability of the architecture to
function without failures in IPOL within the network coverage, for as long as possible.
3.3.2

Interface

The requirements and the services that should be
provided by the interface were established together
with IPOL staff:

Figure 3: Splash
Screen.

Figure 4: Screen with
the menu.

The voice messages of the commands were previously recorded and its correspond to mp3 files. The
”Quartos” button, when clicked, shows a selection
list with all the rooms and places that the robot can
move, figure 5. The app also has a ”STOP” button
and a ’Sair’ button. The ”STOP” button allows the

• The users should be able to interrupted any
commands given previously;
• The interface should be multi-user.
• The interface should be simple and intuitive;
3

requests by calling the accept () 5 function of the
socket API.
In the main function of the server, two other
threads are also created: one that expects a request
to interrupt a command by the app and one which
avoids connections with apps who went down.
4.3.2

For each app that is launched, the server creates
a different thread with an own independently communication channel. The server establishes session
with multiple apps at the same time. However, he
only gives permission to one. As users establish a
session, they are added to a waiting list. The app
that is allowed to request commands is always the
first in the queue.
The deployed server also responds to one request
at a time. When requested an command the app
loses the permission to request again until it ends
or is interrupted by him.

Figure 5: Screen with the room selection list.

Figure 6: Waiting
Message.

Multi-client

Figure 7: Users on
hold.

4.4. State machine
In the thread created for each app a state machine
is created, figure 8. The SMACH6 was the one used
to create the robot plan.

user to interrupt the command. The ”Sair” button
terminates the app.
The app allows only one command to be performed at a time. When a command is running,
an wanting window is shown, figure 6. When the
command execution finish or is interrupted by the
user that gave it, it is again possible to choose a
command from the menu.
The app can be launched on several devices simultaneously, however only one have the permission
to command the robot. When there are multiple
users launching the app, the user with permission
receives a message indicating that there is someone
who wants to use the robot, figure 7. The message
appears on the screen for three seconds.
Figure 8: State machine.
In order that waiting users could be prevented
from giving commands to the robot for a long peThe ”Message Waiting” is the initial state. In
riod of time, it has been established an timeout of this state the server is locked waiting for a app re5 minutes of inactivity. At the end of that time the quest with permission. Depending on the requested
app is forced to terminate.
command, the transition is made to the next state.
If a sound command is requested, the transition is
4.3. Server
made to the ”Sound” state. If it is a movement
To manage the app requests and give commands
command the transition is made to a SMACH conto the robot, a ROS node was developed and it
tainer with two concurrent states:
works as server. The server has been implemented
in the PC-HRI of the robot.
• ”Movement” state: which command the robot
to move to a zone of the map;
4.3.1

Main Function

• Monitor State7 ”Wait STOP”: subscribes to a
ROS topic.

Client-server communication (app-server) is done
5 System call blocking the server until there is a connection
through the sockets API. The socket is created in
request from a client
the main function of the program. After creat6 ROS-independent Python library to build hierarchical
ing the socket, the server waits for app connection state machines
7 SMACH Monitor State that only checks if it is written
in a given ROS topic.

4 appinventor.mit.edu
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4.4.1

Interruption of commands

4.6.2

At the server node, invalid transitions were also
considered in the state machine and considered messages that could get out of sync[6, 5]. Also, in the
server node, was activate the respawn attribute.

When the app requests a command it waits for
the end of its execution or can interrupt it. As
mentioned in 4.3.1, a thread is created waiting for
the command interrupt request. When requested
a command the function recv () of the socket API
blocks the process until it receives a message from
the app. If the message is a request for interruption and the command running is a sound, the subprocess that is playing it terminated. If it is a
move command, a message is published on the topic
where the Monitor State ”Wait STOP” is subscribing. If the message is not a request for interruption,
it indicates that the command execution is finished.

4.7. Communication protocol
On the server side the protocol include the following messages:
• Ready: The state machine was successfully
built;
• Busy: To lock the app from requesting commands;
• Not busy: To unlock the app.
On the app side, the protocol include the following messages:

4.5. Movement of the head and arms
Sound and move commands alone do not add
much expressiveness to the robot’s action. Therefore, it was important to add movement to the
arms and head. The MOnarCH robot head only
moves to the right or to the left, and the arms
to up and down. The commands are positive reinforcements, so the movements of the head and
arms can enrich them. So, on the server, when
a command is executed, a message is posted in
the ”/mbot09/move app/” topic. This message depends on the command that is running. The moves
are managed by another ROS node that has been
implemented separately from the server and subscribes to that topic. Depending on the message
its read, publishes in the topic corresponding to the
movement of the arms and the head. The movement tends to meet the requested command.

• ”Button”: Name of button clicked by the
user;
• End: When a command is finished.
5. Experimental Study
This section aims to validate the MOnarCH app
showing that the implemented architecture accomplishes the objectives defined. Tests, verifications,
and validations were used to minimise the possibility of errors occurring and thus improve system
reliability. A questionnaire was also conducted to
the IPOL community after experiencing the mobile
app.
5.1. Commands Tests
This subsection aims to validate the correct operation of the multi-user architecture. For this purpose, it has been tested and analyzed its behavior
for various sequences of events and for several numbers of users. These tests were performed in IPOL
and ISR with up to three users simultaneously.

4.6. Fault Tolerance
4.6.1

Server

Network

Tolerance of Wi-Wi network failure was fundamental, once not all pediatrics’s ward is covered by
the network and also because of the dead zones. To
minimise the occurrence of failures and their impact on the architecture, a thread was created in the
main function of the server that handles with apps
who went down. The app can go down abruptly,
without closing the session. In this case the server,
will wait a long time before disconnecting the connection [30]. If the app with permission to request
commands goes down, the remaining users in the
queue are on hold without this need. As referenced
in 4.2 there is a timeout for user inactivity. If there
is timeout and the server does not receive a close request, it means that the connection with app went
down. In this case, the server disconnects from that
session and gives permission to the next user in the
queue, if it exists.

5.1.1

One user

First, was tested the behaviour of the system
with only one user in IPOL. A user means that an
app has been launched on a single device. The sequence was performed 20 times and for each event
was recorded the number of times that this occurred
successfully. The sequence and results obtained can
be found in the Table 1, as well as the success rate
obtained by:
success rate =

x
× 100%
y

(1)

where x represents the number of times each event
occurred correctly and y the total number of events
performed.
When the smartphone has an unstable connection to the MOnarCH network (near the zones with
5

Table 1: Results whit one user.

robot is shown in the figure 9, where point 1 represents the starting point and point 2 the end. If we
Events
Successful success rate
look at the figure 12 we notice that point 2 is in the
Open menu screen.
18
90
zone corresponding to the waiting room.
Execute any command.
20
100
Stop a sound command.
20
100
It was also requested separately, that the robot
Stop a move command.
20
100
moves
to room 3 and to the infirmary. The figures
Close the app.
20
100
10 and 11 respectively show the path taken by the
unreliable network.), the session with the server is robot to these locations. In both requests the robot
not established and the ”menu” screen not started. ended near the desired zone.
During the tests it was noticed that the signal from
the network was quite weak in the area of the dock
station and next to room 1. In these cases it is necessary to wait for the connection to stabilise and
re-launch the app.
5.1.2

Two Users
Figure 9: Path taken by the robot after selecting the

It also tested the behaviour of the system with ”waiting room” option in the app.
two users simultaneously with two smartphones.
The user 1 connects before user 2. The sequence
was performed 8 times and for each event the success rate was measured. The results obtained are
shown in Table 2
Table 2: results with 2 users.
Events
User 1 has permission to command the robot
User 2 is blocked
User 1 disconnects and user 2 receives the
permission to command the robot.

5.1.3

Successful
8
8

success rate
100
100

8

100

Figure 10: Path taken by the robot after selecting the
”room 3” option in the app.

Three Users

The behaviour of the system with three users simultaneously was tested in the MOnarCH robot
present in the ISR laboratory. The test was performed with three smartphones. First the user 1 Figure 11: Path taken by the robot after selecting the
was connected, then the user 2 and then the user 3. ”infirmary” option in the app.
The sequence was performed 8 times and for each
event the success rate was measured. The results
obtained are shown in Table 3
5.3. Latency
This section aim to validate the speed of response
Table 3: Results with 3 simultaneous users.
of the architecture to user requests. In order to
measure the time interval between a request from
Events
Successful
success rate
User 1 is allowed to command the robot.
8
100
the user in the app and its execution by the robot,
User 2 and 3 are blocked.
8
100
was introduced in the exchange messages the inUser 2 disconnects while still blocked
8
100
User 1 disconnects and user 3 receives
stant when they were sent and received. The in8
100
permission to command the robot.
stants obtained and intervals of time between them
are shown in Appendix 8. In total, 40 time intervals were measured, eight for every five areas on the
5.2. Route Tests
This section intends to validate the trajectories map: adolescents’ room, school, living room, ward
made by the robot when asked to go to one of the and waiting room, see on figure 12. It was obtained
rooms. In order to do that, the path taken by the an average of 0.15 seconds and standard deviation
robot was recorded. This test was performed in of 0.36.
different days.
The obtained results reveal that when a comFirst, the robot was commanded, by the app, to mand is requested in the app its execution by the
move to the waiting room. The path taken by the robot is very fast.
6

The environment in the pediatrics’s ward before
someone started using the app was quiet, with people just passing through the ward. As the robot
began its plan defined by the user of app several
people would gather in the ward and the environment would become louder with them interacting
with the robot.
In total, 15 questionnaires were obtained. ReFigure 12: Map areas.
garding the gender 33,33% was male and 66,67%
5.4. Performance
female. The average age of respondents were 36,33.
This subsection describes the tests performed on For each question, they were asked to rate it on a
the responsiveness, availability and reliability of the scale of 1 to 5, where 1 represents the minimum
architecture, as well as their ability to function un- satisfaction level and 5 the maximum. The results
der abnormal conditions.
obtained in each question are shown in the figure
13. The arithmetic mean value assigned to each
question is shown in the figure 14.
5.4.1 Long-Term
The long-term test consisted of determining how
the system behaves for long periods of time. For
this, the server was left running in IPOL for 5
days. During the 5 days, the robot performed its
other normal functions at the hospital and at various times of the day, the app was launched on a
smartphone. Whenever the app was launched the
server accepted the connection, and it was possible
to command the robot. With this, it was confirmed
that the server can run for a long period of time
without problems and without interfering with the
rest of the robot software.
5.4.2

Figure 13: Results obtained in each question.

Connection failures

This test consisted in starting the app on a smartphone, and after the connection was established, a
network failure was simulated. This was done by
turning off the Wi-Fi network of the smartphone.
The test was performed 10 times in the ISR laboratory. After disconnecting the smartphone from
the network, the app immediately terminated. In
all repetitions of the test, after 5 minutes (inactivity timeout set on a client), the server attempted to
terminate the connection and gave the next client
permission in the queue.

Figure 14: Average of the value obtained for each
question.

With the exception of questions 1 and 4, the evaluation of the level of satisfaction was maximum.
The results, and the fact that few children answered
to the questionnaire, revealed that the graphics application can still be improved.

5.5. Questionnaire
In order to evaluate the level of acceptance of the
app, a questionnaire was built for the IPOL community. The questionnaire used is shown in appendix
9.
Firstly, a smartphone was delivered with the app
installed to one person and was requested to be
used freely within the coverage of the MOnarCH
network. The usage time was defined by the person and the questionnaire was delivered after. The
questionnaire was delivered for several days and
never more than 3 users per day. This way the user
will not have any prior knowledge about the app.

6. Conclusions
The fact that robots are still an unusual technology shows to have a positive and surprising impact
on children’s reactions.
The thesis successfully presented an architecture with a mobile application for the use of the
MOnarCH robot, under the IPOL operating conditions. The developed system, in addition to being
reliable, showed a quick response to requests made
by users in the application. Because the interface
is simple and intuitive to use, it has proved to be
the most suitable for the people who use it, not interfering with the dynamics of their functions. The
7

Figure 19: Instants of sending a message in the wait
room, their reception in the robot and time interval
between them.

application has also proved to be a good tool for
the staff to arouse the good mood of the children
during the experimental study.
7. Future Work
Future work with the architecture for the interface with the MOnarCH robot should focus mainly:
• in carrying out more experimental studies and
their validation for a longer period of time;

The arithmetic mean of the results was
0.15seconds and the calculated standard deviation
was 0.36, obtained by:
v
u n
uX (xi − x̄)2
(2)
σ=t
n−1
i=1

• in developing the interface for other popular
operating systems;
• in expanding the server to other devices;
• in increasing commands in the app;

• in enriching the given commands through mo- where n represents the total number of values coltion expressions or by involving more of its lected and xi each value.
components.
9. Apendix B
Questionnaire
8. Appendix A
Latency
The latency measurement was performed in
IPOL during the afternoon with a ping value of
90.589 millisecond. The instants of sending a message in the App and the instant of receiving it in
the robot were recorded. These instants and the
time interval between them can be seen in the tables below for each of the zones:
Figure 15: Instants of sending a message in the teens
room, its reception in the robot and the time interval
between them.

Figure 16: Instants of sending a message at school, its
reception in the robot and time interval between them.

Figure 17: Instants of sending a message at living
room, its reception in the robot and time interval
between them.
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